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Abstract—Predicting the state of dynamic objects in a real
traffic environment is a key issue in autonomous driving vehicles.
Various approaches have been proposed to learn the dynamics
from visual observations with static background. However, mini-
mal research has been conducted in a real traffic environment due
to the complicated and changeable scenes. This paper proposes
an adaptive multi-target future state prediction (position/velocity)
method under autonomous driving conditions. In particular, an
adaptive visual interaction method and control mechanism are
introduced to overcome the change in the number of objects in
continuous driving frames. In addition, a two-stream architecture
with stage-wise learning is utilized for accurate object state pre-
diction by simultaneously complementing spatial and temporal
information. Experiments on two public challenging datasets
namely Udacity (CrowdAI) and Udacity (Autti), demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method on multi-target dynamic
state prediction in a real traffic environment.

Index Terms—state prediction, autonomous driving, adaptive
visual interaction, adaptive prediction control mechanism, two-
stream architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

REASONING and predicting the future states (position
and velocity) of objects in a dynamic environment to

support autonomous driving, is one of the most challenging
topics in computer vision and machine learning [1, 2]. Using
vision-based methods to calculate the states of obstacles in
front of a driving car is an effective approach that enables
a driving agent to make wise obstacle avoidance decisions.
However, predicting the exact state from the current visual
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Fig. 1. Dynamic scene analysis. The images in (a) and (b) are captured at
two different time points for the same scene. By visualizing the optical-flow
features of them separately, we can see that the moving objects in (a) are the
vehicles across the street while in (b) is the car in front of the video capture
agent.

observations is a challenging problem due to the complicated
and changeable traffic environment.

To overcome this challenge, interaction analogy is currently
the most representative solution. It has been proposed to
perform the analogy process of predicting with interaction
networks [3] and [4]. Visual Interaction Network (VIN) [5] is
a general purpose model that can support accurate predictions
from visual observations. The effectiveness of VIN is demon-
strated in static background videos with a fixed number of
specific objects. However, autonomous driving vehicles have
to deal with various objects under normal living conditions
[6]. Furthermore, due to the varied number of objects, the
influence of newly detected (or disappeared) objects should
also be considered. To the best of our knowledge, nearly
all available state prediction methods [4, 7] disregard the
existence of dynamic complex interactions.

In the current study, we address the problem of dynamic
object state prediction with an adaptive mechanism in au-
tonomous driving. This work is motivated by the observation
that determining the states of objects in a single video frame
is ambiguous. As shown in Fig.1, RGB frames in (a) and (b)
are separately captured at two different time points for the
same scene. By visualizing their optical-flow features, we can
see that the moving objects in (a) are the vehicles across the
street, whereas in (b), the moving object is the vehicle in front
of the agent car. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the
moving states of objects in driving videos, as this may be the
key clue for the driving agent to make wise driving decisions.
To achieve this objective, we propose to predict objects’ states
in a future frame in this study.

c©20XX IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to use this material
for any other purposes must be obtained from the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org.
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Continuous visual information includes spatial and temporal
streams, which are collectively known as the two-stream
architecture. The spatial stream describes scene and object
information in an individual frame. The temporal stream
captures dynamic motion information in consecutive frames.
The two-stream architecture has been successful in video
analysis tasks, such as action recognition [8] and semantic
segmentation [9, 10]. However, the two-stream information
is nearly utilized in parallel, and thus, it lacks necessary
interactions and is inadequate for multi-target future state
predictions under real autonomous driving conditions.

Compared with Fast-RCNN-related methods, no region pro-
posal process occurs in Single Shot Detection (SSD) [11],
thereby making it less time-consuming when processing large
amounts of video data. In TVNet [12], a relaxed formulation
of TV-L1 [13] optical-flow optimization was implemented in
the form of a neural network that can be trained in an end-to-
end fashion. The relaxation of the TV-L1 formulation endowed
TVNet with the capacity to adapt to the type of motion features
of which it is trained.

We focus on predicting the dynamic states of several typical
objects, such as car, bus, and person, which are present in
real driving scenes. As shown in Fig.1, the images in (a)
and (b) nearly exhibit the same spatial features, but they
have different optical flow features caused by varying relative
motions in two complicated scenes. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine whether it is the spatial or the temporal information
in the observed images that is playing a leading role in
generating state information for each object. To address this
problem, a feedback process from the spatial stream based on
TVNet to the temporal stream based on SSD is introduced
to dynamically adjust the information generation progress
for the observed images. The experimental results on real
driving datasets show that utilizing the location information
of detected objects to facilitate an accurate temporal motion
generator will definitely contribute to dynamic object state
prediction.

Human drivers are capable of extracting and representing
key visual information, reasoning, and predicting the relations,
dynamic interactions of objects in complex dynamic driving
scenes. However, such tasks are difficult to accomplish for an
autonomous driving system. In this work, we propose a multi-
target physical state prediction method that aims to solve future
state (position/velocity) prediction under complicated and dy-
namic driving conditions. In particular, the major contributions
of this work are as follows.

- An adaptive visual interaction method is proposed for
multi-target state prediction to adapt to dynamic and
changing driving environment, without including the con-
stant coordinate channels of an image;

- A two-stream architecture with stage-wise learning
progress is utilized for a robust visual description by
adaptively complementing spatial and temporal informa-
tion;

- Extensive experiments are conducted on the Udacity
(Crowdai) and Udaticy (Autti) datasets. Mean average
precision (Map) is used to evaluate the prediction ef-
ficiency of our method for each object, and a visible

trajectory description method is introduced to show its
continuous prediction ability. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively
predict the future states of objects under real autonomous
driving conditions.

II. RELATED WORK

State-of-the-art deep learning-based methods have recently
surpassed humans in terms of face verification and image
classification. However, these methods are incapable of cap-
turing changes in real-world scenes in subsequent periods.
To overcome this challenge, many researchers have designed
advanced artificial neural networks to mimic human brain.
NeuroAnimator is the first physic-based graphic model who
made states-to-states predictions and utilized neural networks
in the physically realistic animation task [14]. The application
of machine learning techniques to physics-based fluid simula-
tions was demonstrated in [15] through the regression forest
method. Battaglia et al. [4] proposed a deep neural network -
interaction network (IN) to analyze how objects in a complex
system interact, thereby supporting dynamic prediction and
inference about relations in a wide variety of complex real-
world domains. Watters et al. introduced the visual interaction
network [5] for learning the dynamics of a physical system
from raw visual observations. Meanwhile, the experimental
results in [16] demonstrated that latent representations can be
learnt by a perceptual module and an object-based dynamic
predictor, which result in accurate dynamic prediction.

References [17] and [18] demonstrated the ability of ma-
chine learning approaches for effective feature extraction in
data processing. In recent years, great progress has been
made by convolutional neural network (CNN) for feature
learning and ConvNet based model pre-training in the salient
object detection task [19–22]. Meanwhile, numerous image
processing-based approaches can predict summary references
and generate simple actions from the physical environment.
[23] and [24] demonstrated the possibility of predicting the
long-term movements of objects from a single image. In [25]
and [26], the physical properties of objects in frames and
video were learned by training their methods to fit parameters
into physical equations. In [1], a deep neural network based
method was proposed, which modeled the dynamics of robot
interactions directly from images. Both methods are limited by
the inherent accurate result from temporal dependency within
continuous frames.

Pixel-level future state prediction tasks [27, 28] are always
limited to a particular physical domain of interest and focus on
short-term interval sequences. The early literature investigated
simple predictable motions in relatively small image patches
[29–31] and real videos [32–34]. To solve difficulties in the
aperture problem [35], the former patchwise method is unable
to deal with motion prediction mission for high-resolution
videos. ALVINN’s autonomous vehicle navigation task, which
was based on a simple neural network in [36], was the
first attempt to recognize driving action from pixel inputs.
The efficiency of a pixel-level method was demonstrated in
our prior work [37], which achieved accurate ego-motion
predictions for ego-centric vehicle in real time.
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Frame-level future state prediction is also known as future
frame prediction. It aims to generate future frames by learning
dynamic visual patterns from past frames and descriptions.
The current video prediction task has extended to full frame
prediction. Villegas et al. proposed a hierarchical approach
based on Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) [38]
and an analogy-based encoder decoder CNN, to make long-
term predictions for future frames in [39]. Xue et al. [40]
proposed the cross convolutional network, a network structure
for future frame synthesis based on a single input frame. The
method relies on the modeling of future frames and operates
through the combination of suitable kernels with extracted
feature maps. NVIDIA verified ALVINN’s concept by using
a more efficient deep CNN in [41]. However, these methods
always produced blurry results when predicting farther into
the future, which causes multiple future uncertainties.

Mathieu and LeCun proposed a deep multiscale video
prediction method in [42] based on the adversarial training
mechanism, which overcomes the inherent blurry predictions
caused by the standard mean squared error loss function.
Demonstrative experiments were only performed on public
human action datasets with a limited frame number. The
related frame prediction tasks only consider the moving areas
of the images. Yunseok Jang et al. proposed an appearance-
motion conditional generative adversarial network in [47],
which constrains the generated future video when given spe-
cific condition information (appearance and motion). This
method constrains how the future may appear when given prior
descriptions of future videos. However, obtaining sufficient
prior information and forming a uniform description pattern
for driving videos are difficult.

Our proposed future state prediction task in autonomous
driving scenes was motivated by the physical reasoning learn-
ing processes in [3] and [48], in which a two-stream ar-
chitecture with stage-wise learning strategy is proposed. In
contrast with aforementioned methods, we intend to solve
the target problem by combining instance detection with
visual interaction. Meanwhile, spatial and temporal features
are incorporated to eatablish a more reasonable prediction
process.

III. TASK AND METHOD

A. Task Description and Formulation
VIN [5] was proposed by DeepMind and provides state

prediction only for a fixed number of objects in videos with
a static background. Our network is designed to adaptively
provide state prediction for different objects in accordance
with dynamic driving scenes. In addition, the input of VIN
includes the constant coordination channels (an x- and y-
coordinate mesh grid) of one image, which allows positions
to be incorporated through considerable processing methods.
Different from the aforementioned procedure, we undertake
a different, more challenging, task i.e., to infer the physical
states of images without the inclusion process and adaptively
predict the future states of objects in ego-centric driving
videos.

In this study, we focus on predicting future states: position
p and velocity v of typical objects (car, bus, person) in

future driving frames. Given an RGB frame-sequence X ,
our objective is to learn a generic prediction approach for
extracting states-set s of all the objects in a future frame x.
To solve this problem, we introduce a prediction model f to
generate the candidate state set of a future frame. Therefore,
our state prediction model can be defined as:

P (s|f(X)) : S × F → R (1)

where f(X) denotes the prediction results of the observed
images, and P measures the feasibility score of candidate state
s under the predicted results f(X).

Motivated by the feasibility of maximizing a posterior for
true scenes described in [49], we propose to solve our posterior
problem using the maximum posterior estimation method. In
particular, an objective function is defined to find the optimal
parameter θ as follows:

θ̂MAP = arg max
θ
P (s|f(X)) = arg max

θ
P (θ)P (f(X)|θ) . (2)

Therefore, our prediction task can be supervised by the fol-
lowing cross entropy loss:

LH = − 1

NK

N−1∑
n=0

[
K∑
k=1

snk logf(xnk ) + (1− f(xnk ))log(1− snk )

]
(3)

where f(xnk ) is the predicted states of the k-th object in the n-
th frame, snk denotes its corresponding ground true states and
snk=(pk(n), vk(n)), N indicates the total number of input frame
and K is the objects’ number in the n-th frame. Meanwhile,
K and N are constants, whereas f(xnk ) and snk are feature
vectors.

B. Two-stream Architecture

The two-stream architecture originates from the two-
pathway hypothesis of the visual cortex in [50], wherein
the ventral stream aims to recognize objects and the dorsal
stream captures motion. The recently proposed two-stream
architecture has achieved excellent results in various tasks,
such as action recognition, semantic segmentation, and action
detection. As described in [51], a video can be decomposed
into spatial and temporal parts. The spatial part, which is in
the form of individual frames, carries information about scenes
and objects in the video. Meanwhile, the temporal part carries
the dynamic information of video capturers (e.g.,cameras
mounted in front of driving vehicles) and the objects in videos.

The demonstration experiment of VIN is based on simple
mesh grid blurry images, without any other complicated object
in their backgrounds. The driving images in our datasets are
full of complex objects in driving scenes. We aim to predict
the states of objects in images, and thus, other components
can be regarded as noise, which increases the complexity in
our task. Obtaining the dynamics of objects by relying only on
the static information in an image is difficult. A two-stream
learning architecture is proposed as our basic framework to
capture complementary appearance information from a still
frame and motion information between dynamic frames. As
shown in Fig.2, the spatial stream is used to learn the ap-
pearance information in a continuous still frame, whereas the
temporal stream obtains motion information between frames.
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Fig. 2. Two-stream architecture with stage-wise learning. The SSD (in purple
) works to sparse the output space of bounding boxes into a set of boxes over
different aspect ratios and scales per feature map location. It also generates
detection scores for each instance in each default box and produces the
best adjustments to each box. The TVNet (in yellow) is applied to generate
the optical-flow-like feature of each frame-pair. The VIN (in green) makes
prediction based on the output of the the former two parts. (best viewed in
color)

The learned high-level semantic features from the two streams
are merged as the new input of the subsequent adaptive visual
interaction predictor.

Evidently, our proposed two-stream architecture differs from
its general architecture. The detection results from the spatial
stream contribute to adjusting the training parameters in the
temporal stream. The spatial stream locates the coordinates of
the detected objects and helps calculate the velocity value for
each object. When the detection accuracy of the spatial stream
is lower than a fixed threshold, the training parameters (wrap
and scale) of TVNet will increase after a feedback process.

1) The spatial stream: performs object detection on indi-
vidual frames to extract useful static appearance information,
which is a vital clue to detecting particular objects in a
driving video frame. Considerable current object detection
efforts [11, 55–57] use CNN [58] based methods for generic
descriptors. We build our model on the recent advanced CNN-
based object detection method, namely, SSD, and pretrain it
on a large number of object detection datasets, such as the
PASCAL dataset [59]. The input for this step is a single frame.
The details are described in the Evaluation section.

2) The temporal stream: utilizes dynamic motion informa-
tion in the consecutive frame pairs. Optical flow can arise
from the relative motion of objects and the viewer [60, 61],
and it is insensitive to the quantization of brightness levels
and additive noise [62]. The input for this step is temporal
continuous frame pairs. The two continuous frames are stacked
to obtain the explicit optical flow displacement fields between
them. To get the temporal information of dynamic objects in
driving videos, which shows the moving trajectory of objects
within the watching scope, the motion generator (TVNet) is
used to extract the optical flow-like features of frame pairs
by using a trainable CNN. This network imitates the optical
flow calculation function of TV-L1 [13] by presenting its
optimization iterations as neural layers. Thus, it can be directly
used without additional learning.

C. Stage-wise Learning

Our model has three function components: an object detec-
tor (SSD), a motion generator (TVNet) and a state predictor

(VIN). As depicted in Fig.2, SSD (in purple) parses the output
space of bounding boxes into a set of boxes with different
aspect ratios and scales per feature map location. SSD also
generates detection scores for each object in each default box
and produces the best adjustment for each box. TVNet (in
yellow) generates the optical flow-like feature for each frame-
pair. The VIN (in green) makes prediction based on the outputs
of SSD and TVNet.

Video datasets exhibit differences in resolution caused by
varying video capturers or driving environments. Such differ-
ences may result in unstable object detection ef?ciency for the
spatial stream. To solve this problem, we introduce feedback
processing from the object detector to the motion generator.
When the detection precision of the object detector decreases,
the initial parameters (wrap and scale) in the motion generator
increase to a certain extent. By experimentally analyzing large
numbers of the generated results from TVNet, we derive the
following feedback function:

I = α+ dβ · e−
∑N−1

i=0
Si

N−1 e (4)

where I denotes the training parameters (wrap/scale) in the
motion generator, α stands for the basic iteration, and β
indicates the adjusted parameter. N is the total number of
detected objects, and Si is the detection score of the i-th object
in the observed frame. The specific parameter setting process
of this function is illustrated in Motion generator configuration
part in the Model Architecture section.

The former mentioned reliance of motion generator on
object detector, leading directly to the instability of motion
generator’s time consuming for frame-pair sequences. The
inputs of the state predictor originate from the object detector
and the motion generator. Hence, ensuring that the two inputs
will be ready at the same time is difficult. Meanwhile, the
two-stream architecture results in a larger model compared
with a normal single-stream network with numerous layers
and parameters. Therefore, it must be time-consuming and
computationally expensive in the training stage. Moreover, the
number of available autonomous driving datasets for the object
detection task is limited, and the detection ability of an object
detector may be improved by fine-tuning the learned model
on newly released datasets. To accelerate the learning process
and ensure the learning ability of each component, we apply a
stage-wise learning process to complete our future prediction
task.

First, we train object detector to identify the spatial features
of each observed frame and object detection results. Then,
motion generator produces the temporal features of each
continuous frame pair following the feedback process. Finally,
future predictor is trained to obtain the target results by feeding
the output features from the object detector and the motion
generator.

IV. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

To develop a system that can perform our target task
effectively, we establish a deep neural network architecture,
namely, the future state prediction model, based on VIN,
TVNet, and SSD. The model architecture is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Model architecture of our proposed method. A fully convolutional filter based Object Detector (SSD) is used to generate the box offset, detection
accuracy and class label for each object in one frame. The output feature maps from the VGG16(conv4-3) with the size of (512× 64× 64). To ensure the
objects’ physical spacial locations extracted from the observed image keeping in constant with its corresponding temporal characters in the motion frame, we
apply a normalize upsampling process to further extract a higher normalized spacial feature representation. The newly generated feature is a 3-channel RGB
image with the same size as the observed frame, and it will be combined with the 3-channel motion frame from the motion generator to generate a 6-channel
feature input. We introduce a feedback processing from the object detector to the motion generator. When the detection accuracy from the object detector
decrease, the initial parameters in motion generator ( iteration and scale number) changes following the feedback function. The distilled feature input will be
sent into the modified VIN [5], to obtain the states information of the future frame. (best viewed in color).

A. Object Detector Configuration

As depicted in Fig.3, our introduced object detector is an
SSD with standard network VGG16 (conv4-3) [63] and 6
fully convolutional network layers. The network is based on a
2D convolutional network, and produces output scores for the
presence of each object category in each default bounding box
and adjusts the box to accurately match the object shape. The
standard network aims to conduct high-quality image spatial
feature extraction, whereas the added layers produce the vital
detection feature maps, including multi-scale feature maps,
convolutional predictors, default boxes, and aspect ratios.

The progressively added fully convolutional layers are ar-
ranged in descending order by size, which contributes to
a multi-scale detection process. Each feature layer (basic
network and added layers) produces a fixed set of detection
features by using its assigned filters. A (3 × 3× p) kernel
functions as a basic element for parameters prediction during
the detection period or the shape coordinates the generation
phase for the bounding boxes. When a kernel is applied to an
(m× n) image field, we will obtain the corresponding output
values.

1) Normalization and Upsampling: A fully convolutional
filter is used to generate box offset for each feature map
location. The output feature from VGG16 (conv4-3) measures
(64× 64× 512). To ensure that the physical spatial locations
from the observed images remain constant with their corre-
sponding temporal characters in the motion frames, we apply
normalization and upsampling processes to further distill a
higher normalized spatial feature representation for the output
from base network.

Firstly, we normalize the 512 feature maps to 64 × 64
following the standard normal distribution. Secondly, we apply
a channel-wise convolution process to fuse the feature maps
from 512-channel to 3-channel higher-level feature maps. The
feature maps are visualized into a 3-channel image. Finally, a
3-layer upsampling with bilinear interpolation is introduced to
expand the 64 × 64 image to its raw size. The newly generated
feature image will be sent to the subsequent state predictor.

2) Objective Function: For each detected object in ob-
served frame, the output values from SSD include a 4D
location offset, a 1D category score, and its corresponding
class label. The score will be used to control the feedback
process in motion generator and calculate the object’s velocity.
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Therefore, the loss function in the detection part is also the
sum of localization loss (loc) and confidence loss (conf) as
indicated in [11]:

Ldet (x, c, l, g) =
1

N
(Lconf (x, c) + αLloc (x, l, g)) (5)

where N is the number of matched default boxes, Lloc is the
smooth L1 loss between the predicted box (l) and the ground
truth box (g) with the same bounding box regression method
used in [11], and Lconf is supervised by the softmax loss on
the multiple class confidence (c).

B. Motion Generator Configuration

We verify the application of TVNet to our complex feature
extraction process for driving videos and introduce it to
complete motion generation task in temporal stream.

1) Verification Experiment of TVNet: To demonstrate that
TVNet can extract complex motion information from driv-
ing videos, we apply it to two typical publicly available
datasets: KITTI (Residential) [64] and NVIDIA [41]. The
KITTI dataset contains high-resolution images with compli-
cated circumstance information, whereas the NVIDIA consists
of relatively lower-resolution images captured under clear
driving conditions. We concatenate the frames in each dataset
into a continuous video sequence. The frame rate of NVIDIA
is 24 f/s, whereas that of KITTI (Residential) is 10 f/s. The
resolution of each image in NVIDIA is 455×256, while in
KITTI is 1392 × 512. The two motion generators used to
extract motion features have the same parameter setting.

The generated motion features are shown in Fig.4. The
generated motion images in NVIDIA provide more complete
and differential motion information than those generated in
KITTI. Thus, we unify the resolution of each image to
455×256. To omit the influence of frame rate on motion
feature extraction, we separate the statistics for the failure
cases1 in each motion dataset when the observed images in
the two datasets have the same resolution. NVIDIA consists
of 2475 frames, whereas KITTI includes 14077 frames. The
results show that the failure rates of motion generation for
NVIDIA and KITTI are 1.4% (35 in 2475) and 0.085% (12
in 14077), respectively. Therefore, we unify the frame rate in
the following learning process for a fair comparison.

2) Feedback Process: Although TVNet can be used directly
to generate motion information for dynamic image pairs with-
out any ground truth data for training, the initial parameters
(wrap, scale and iteration) severely affect the performance
of the generated results. When scale controls the generation
of an approximation field for the multi-scale scheme in a
coarse-to-fine brightness linearized method, wrap defines the
image warping degree in the pixel-wise brightness estimation
process, whereas iteration denotes the epoch number in the
block-wise convolution operations in TVNet. Fig.5 presents
typical motion generation examples of driving videos. The
generated motion results of the image pairs with a dynamic
background contain more complex information than those with
a static background. Under general driving conditions, the

1The failure cases will be shown in the Appendix.

 KITTI  NVIDIA

observed image observed imagemotion image motion image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 4. Some typical motion generation examples of observed images between
their corresponding neighbor images. (a) Observed image-pair with static
background. (b,h) Lane following. (c,g) Turn left. (d) Speed up. (e) Slow
down. (f) Turn right.

Observed Image  scale,warp:(2, 2) 
iteration:30

 scale,warp:(4, 5) 
iteration:30

 scale,warp:(8, 10) 
iteration:50

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. The comparison results for image-pairs with static and dynamic
background. (a) The observed image-pair with dynamic background. (b) The
observed image-pair with static background. The variance of parameters have
more effects on the motion image-pair with dynamic background than that
with static background.

observed driving agents are always moving, and numerous
dynamic backgrounds exist in the captured videos. Therefore,
finding a mechanism to adjust the initial parameters for each
image pair is necessary to provide useful motion information
for the final prediction task.

By learning the data-processing strategies in [65] and an-
alyzing the motion generation performance of TVNet with
different initial parameters, we develop a feedback function
based on detection scores from object detector, as expressed
in Eq.4. Given that the calculation time consuming of each
image depends on the multiple values of wrap, scale, and
iteration, we uniformly set iteration to 30 and I range in [2, 8]
to balance efficiency and cost. Meanwhile, we apply a linear
regression method to identify the suitable parameters in the
feedback function. The basic iteration number α is 2, and the
range of parameter β is [6, 10] in our task.

3) Generated Outputs: The output of the motion generator
is a two-channel optical flow-like motion feature vector and
is set to feature distiller. We visualize each generated feature
vector as an RGB image, stack it with the output feature from
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Fig. 6. We divide the continuous video into continuous interval sequences.
The number of objects of each frame in the same sequence is equal.

object detector, and send them to state predictor. Meanwhile,
the velocity of each detected object is calculated based on
the detected coordinates from object detector. The bounding
boxes of all the detected objects are rectangles, and each object
moves as a whole. We extract the velocity vector ~ve = (u, v)
of the pixel at the physical center of each bounding box and
transform it into a constant value using the following equation
to precisely obtain the relative velocity value of each object:

velocity = ‖ ~ve‖ =
2
√
u2 + v2 (6)

where the generated velocity value and the detected coordi-
nates from object detector are combined to form the input
label for states predictor. Therefore, the state predictor in our
proposed model can be trained in a semi-supervised manner.

C. Adaptive Prediction Control

In general driving conditions, both driving agent and the
objects around it are moving, and thus, the numbers of objects
in video are always changing. This phenomenon definitely
adds difficulties to model definition in our task. To solve this
problem, we propose an adaptive prediction control mecha-
nism that can dynamically control the model’s predefinition
parameters in our modified VIN.

Motivated by the concepts of calculus and action recogni-
tion, we divide the continuous input video into short interval
sequences. The number and states of the objects change
excessively in each sequence, as shown in Fig.6. For special
interval sequences without object that last for less than six
frames, we do not perform any process. We can determine
the detected category of each object, the number of objects
in each frame, and the length of each sequence from the
object detector. Therefore, we can dynamically predefine the
VIN’s architecture by using these parameters for each interval
sequence. We complete this process by designing an interface
class.

To compromise between computation efficiency and de-
tection accuracy, we set a uniform number of objects for
each sequence ranges in [0, 6]. When the last frame in each
sequence is predicted, we directly output the generated state
label of the first frame in the next sequence, which benefits
from the stage-wise learning process. Therefore, the final
prediction result of our task is the sum of the prediction results
from all the interval sequences.

LH = − 1

MNK
lim
λ→0

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

[
K∑
k=1

sm,nk logf(xm,nk ) + (1− f(xm,nk ))log(1− sm,nk )

]
∆δm (7)

where f(xm,nk ) is the predicted states of the k-th object in
the n-th frame of the m-th sequence, and sm,nk denotes its

corresponding ground truth future states. M denotes the se-
quences’ number, N stands for the number of total processing
frames, and K is the number of sequences in the n-th frame.
Meanwhile, the maximum length (λ) of the longest sequence
tends to be zero. ∆δm is the length of the m-th sequence. Eq.
(7) can be regarded as a calculus function when M is larger
than 100. Each dataset used in our experiment contains at least
1500 interval sequences.

D. State Predictor Configuration

The model detail of VIN is shown in the supplement section
of [5]. The architecture of our adaptive predictor is depicted
in Fig.3 and is also constructed with the following three
components:

1) Visual Encoder: It encodes the distilled feature inputs
into state code sets. We modify this encoder to adapt to our
proposed task. Its input is a six-channel vector, including a
three-channel high-level spatial feature map from the object
detector and a three-channel motion frame from the motion
generator. The visual encoder is composed of several convo-
lution and pooling layers, to extract the states code from the
distilled feature input. A state code is a combination of vectors.
Each vector stands for one object in the current driving scene,
and is a distributed representation of the physical states of
the corresponding object. A sliding window is applied to the
continuously distilled feature frames to produce a triplet of
state codes.

In contrast with the original visual encoder in VIN, the
input for this step is the continuously distilled feature batches.
Each batch consists of six frames [f0, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5 ] as
constrained by the aforementioned adaptive control mecha-
nism. We concatenate the frames in each feature batch into
five image pairs [F1, F2, F3, F4, F5] with an overlapping
rate of one. Then, we apply an image pair encoder Epair
(described in Fig.7) to image pairs to obtain state codes [s1,
s2, s3, s4, s5]. Each code is a length-64 vector. Five two-
layer convolutional nets with a kernel size of three following
an adaptive-pool2d are applied to each image pair to obtain
its state codes. We design seven types of shared linear fully
connected layers to adapt to the change in object numbers in
various interval sequences. In particular, similar to [5], we use
these layers in order to represent state codes as tensors of shape
Nobject × 64, which are structures that can accommodate
all Nobject objects that are present in the current interval
sequence. The five generated state codes can then be further
concatenated pairwisely in a slot-wise manner into a tensor
list [S1, S2, S3, S4] of shape Nobject × 64 with 39 channels.

2) Dynamic Predictor: This predictor consists of several
interaction cores, which produce predicted state code Spred

when consecutive state codes [S1, S2, S3, S4] are injected.
Interaction Net (IN) [5] takes a state code as input and gives
its predicted state code. Relation net is used to concatenate
the state code of each object with the others and get its
relation dynamics, while the self dynamic of each object is
obtained by concatenating its state code slot-wisely with itself.
The primary difference of our adaptive predictor from the
original one in [5] is its adaptive aggregation over multiple
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Fig. 7. Visual encoder. The image-pair encoder in visual encoder (in the spirit
of [5]). It takes high-level feature maps from the spatial stream and motion
frame from the temporal stream as input and output a candidate state code.
The two features are stacked along their color-channel dimension be the distill
feature input. (best viewed in color)

temporal offsets, which can be assigned based on the number
of objects in each sequence, whereas the offsets in the original
one are fixed. An adaptive-pool2d following a shared slot-
wise multiple layer perception aggregator is introduced to
concatenate the candidate future states of all the objects.

3) States Decoder: This decoder converts the predicted
state codes from the adaptive dynamic predictor to states repre-
sentation codes. A states representation code is a combination
of the predicted physical states of objects.

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed prediction
framework, we apply our model to two publicly available ob-
ject detection datasets: Udacity(CrowdAI) and Udacity(Autti)
[66]. The Udacity(CrowdAI) dataset involves driving in Moun-
tain View California and neighboring cities under daylight
conditions. It consists of 9423 frames and was annotated by
CrowdAI via machine learning and by humans. Udacity(Autti)
contains additional fields for occlusion. It was annotated
entirely by humans using Autti. This dataset is slightly larger
with 15,000 frames. The two datasets were collected using
Point Grey research cameras operating at a full resolution of
1920 × 1200 at 2 Hz. Therefore, the state prediction task
can also be attributed to predicting the future frame in the
subsequent half second.

A. Object Detection Evaluation

The data generator’s image transformation function is used
to resize the input three-channel RGB images to 256x512. The
same image preprocessing and data augmentation methods as
SSD’s original implementation in [11] are adopted.

Detection includes four categories (background, car, truck,
pedestrian). When training our object detector, SSD is fine-
tuned by optionally loading the trained weights in an available
mature base network. The adopted available pretrained SSD
model is trained on two object detection datasets: Pascal VOC
(2007) and Pascal VOC (2012). We train the object detector
on Udacity on Keras deep learning architecture within 100
epochs on a single 8G GPU. The weight decay of our training
process is 0.001, and its momentum is 0.9.

We evaluate the detection results using the COCO-style
average precision (AP) and the PASCAL-style AP with a
single Intersection-over-Union (IoU) threshold of 0.7. In case
the overlapping rate of the generated bounding box with its
corresponding ground truth for each object is over 70%, it
is regarded as correctly detected. To specifically analyze the

TABLE I
TESTING IOU VALUES.

Datasets
APs

AP-min AP-max AP-total

Udacity(CrowdAI) 38.94 65.97 50.61

Udacity(Autti) 36.57 52.97 46.30

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The detection results of the object detector. The images in row (a)
are easy cases. The images in row (b) show the general performance of our
detector, and row (c) shows three hard cases. The boxes with red taps represent
the groundtruth boundings, while the boxes with white tags shows the detected
score of all the detected objects. (best viewed in color)

performance of our trained model, we count the IoU of each
object in each frame and obtain the average IoU values of
the entire dataset, which are listed in Tab.I. At the object
level, the average minimum IoU is 0.3894 and the average
maximum IoU is 0.6597 for the Udacity(CrowdAI) dataset,
whereas the mean value of all the images’ IoU is 0.5061 at the
frame level. The proposed detection method performs worse
in Udacity(Autti) for over occlusions in datasets. Compared
with the general object detection tasks with IoU thresholds of
0.5 and 0.6 on COCO [67] and PASCAL [68], respectively,
the detection results from our trained model can reach an
acceptable level with a more strict threshold of 0.7 on a
relatively simpler model architecture.

The detection results of our trained model on Udac-
ity(CrowdAI) dataset are shown in Fig.8. The images in Row
(a) show three easy cases with the highest detection preci-
sion. They demonstrate the efficiency of the object detector
for processing images captured in simple and clear driving
environments. The first image in Row (a) shows the complete
object, without occlusions between them. The middle row
shows objects with a relatively small size in the crossing street,
and the last image was captured under dark light condition
with an incomplete target. The images in Row (b) contain more
objects than those in Row (a), with stable detection recall and
presentation. The images in Row (c) contain large numbers of
objects and heavy occlusions between objects. The relatively
smaller objects are omitted, and the detected results exhibit an
acceptable precision. In summary, our trained object detector
can meet the detection requirement of the proposed task, by
providing stable detection results for the subsequent two parts.

Meanwhile, the mean value of average precision for each
object in the testing dataset is shown in Tab.II. Compared with
typical object detection methods based on Faster-RNN, our
trained SSD can yield reasonable detection results. The two
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Fig. 9. Comparing results of the motion generation progress on Udacity(Autti). (best viewed in color) The rows denoted by Raw are the continuous raw
sequences, the rows with Non-FB tags are the motion features generated with a set of fixed parameters (wrap, scale), while the images in the rows with FB
tags show the motion images trained with feedback process from the object detector.

Interval 
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Interval 
Sequence-1

Interval 
Sequence-2
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t 

Fig. 10. Batch extraction from each interval sequence. Each batch contains
six consecutive frames, with a random start point. The extracted batches will
be sent into predictor’s visual encoder in order.

TABLE II
TESTING MAP RESULTS OF THE OBJECTS.

Method Dataset Car Bus Person

Faster-RCNN[68] PASCAL-07+12 75.9 77.5 79.6

Faster-RCNN[68] COCO+PA07+12 82 81.9 84.1

Proposed method PA07+12+Udacity 79.8 78.7 69.7

Faster-RCNN methods use region proposal network (RPN)
with a complex calculation process, whereas SSD in our
method has a simpler architecture. The experimental results
show that our trained object detector can efficiently provide
reliable detection information for the subsequent parts.

B. Motion Generation with Feedback Evaluation

We extract motion information of continuous Udacity
datasets by using TVNet. Comparison of ablation experiments
are introduced with two generation processes: with or without
feedback from the object detector for the related results shown

in Fig.9. We randomly extract three sequences from the testing
dataset and separately visualize their motion features.

In our task, we pay considerable attention to the spatiotem-
poral information of the target objects, while all other com-
ponents are regarded as noises. As shown in Fig.9, the frames
in Raw(a) contain fewer objects and show a clearer driving
road than the other two sequences. The motion generation
results without feedback Non-FB show substantial specific
information, such as car’s edge, road lines, and contour of
trees, whereas our designed feedback method FB generates
complete and differential information of objects from other
surroundings. For the comparison of the sequences in Raw(b)
and Raw(c), which are captured in more complex driving con-
ditions and contain more objects, the generated motion images
with feedback contain more differential target information than
their corresponding Non-FB processes.

Moreover, the generated motion features of each object from
the feedback contain less noise than the general ones, which
indicates that the detection results from the spatial stream
contribute to extract much more useful spatial information than
the temporal stream and the feedback process plays a vital
role in motion generation task. Moreover, the results from the
feedback process exhibit a stable performance for continuous
sequences, and thus, providing useful temporal information for
the final prediction task is not needed. Combining the detection
offsets with the motion results, we can obtain velocities of all
the objects in the observed image as illustrated in generated
output part in Section IV.
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C. State Prediction Evaluation

Given that the lengths of all interval sequences (illustrated in
Adaptive Prediction Control) are always changing, we specifi-
cally design a method for predicting the future state of a frame
following a sequence batch of fixed length. To fairly train
all the interval sequences, we continuously extract sequence
batches from each interval and send them to visual encoder,
as shown in Fig.10. We randomly get the starting point of
each extracted batch. Hence, the sampling rates of all the
interval sequences are equal. Meanwhile, the time-consuming
of model training processes are equal to the multiplication of
sampling rate, sampling time, and model training consuming
of one epoch.

In this work, we design a method for predicting the future
states of the 7-th frame following a sequence batch with
six frames, such that the inputs of our modified VIN are
continuous batches from all continuous intervals. The shortest
interval in our dataset contains nine frames, and thus we set
the sampling rate as three to adapt to its maximum sample
number. We complete the proposed prediction task based on
Pytorch deep learning architecture, by using an 8G GTX1080
GPU. For each learning rate, the training process lasts for 100
epochs. The prediction performance of our method is evaluated
by MAPs and standard deviation (SD).

As depicted in Fig.3, the predictor’s input is batch sequence
stream. Each batch contains six distilled feature frames, and
each feature frame is a six-channel spatiotemporal feature
combination. To demonstrate the efficiency of our introduced
motion generator in the two-stream architecture for future state
prediction, we conduct a comparison experiment by feeding
three-channel high-level feature images to VIN, and each im-
age only comes from the spatial stream. To fit the input channel
of the visual encoder in VIN, we expand the dimensions of
single-channel examples, by introducing a convolution layer
with padding to generate six-channel feature maps. Moreover,
we compare the prediction ability of our modified model with
those of typical LSTM network based methods in terms of its
perfect long-term dependency learning ability for a continuous
data sequence.

LSTM is introduced to function as dynamic predictor in our
modified model. The state codes from the visual encoder are
flattened into two feature streams by the subsequent three fully
connected network layers. Then, a two-layer LSTM follows
each stream to produce candidate states codes. Multi-Layer
perception (MLP) is used to aggregate the candidates to gen-
erate the predicted state codes for a future frame. We add the
same state decoder as that in VIN following MLP, converting
the predicted codes to state representation codes. Therefore,
the objective function of LSTM-based methods is similar to
the one with the IN predictor. We use the same testing dataset
with the two predictors. Meanwhile, a comparison experiment
with single stream input is also conducted for each method.

Models used to verify the final prediction algorithms are
trained with SGD to optimize the overall objective functions
mentioned earlier. The initial learning rates are set to 10−2,
and decreased to 10−3 after one epoch. The related testing
results are presented in Tab.III, where the mean average

TABLE III
TESTING RESULTS OF OUR DEVISED MODEL WITH DIFFERENT

PREDICTORS.

Architecture Predictor mAP SD

Spatiotemporal
IN 79.45 5.47

LSTM 65.59 5.98

Spatial only
IN 76.53 8.50

LSTM 63.87 9.21

precision of the designed two-stream spatiotemporal model
with IN predictor is higher than the spatial only input by 2.92
and surpasses the two-stream LSTM by 13.86. Meanwhile,
the two-stream LSTM performs better than the single-stream
LSTM with a 1.72 advantage. Therefore, our proposed states
prediction model can predict future states, and the two-stream
learning architecture helps develop a more efficient prediction
process.

To qualitatively demonstrate the prediction ability of our
proposed method, we visualize the predicted states (position)
in a future frame by showing the continuous predicted moving
trajectories of all the detected objects. Fig.11 illustrates the
overall moving trajectories of all the detected objects from
a macro perspective. Each predicted layout map at the end
of each row contains the predicted trajectory points of all the
detected objects. Each point represents the geometric center of
the detected bounding corresponds to its detected object. The
interval between two neighboring points shows the moving
stride between two frames for each detected object. The results
show that our proposed method is effective in short-term and
long-term state prediction tasks.

(a) shows a short-term video sequence captured at crossing
in a related complex city street while the agent is waiting for
the green traffic light. The red points depict the dynamics of
the car in front of the agent, whereas the green and blue points
show the moving trajectory of detected cars in a far place. (b)
and (c) show image sequences captured on a high way, where
vehicles are traveling at a relatively faster speed than in (a).
The results at the end of these two sequences have longer
strides compared with the former one in (a). To demonstrate
that our adaptive prediction method can make an efficient
long-duration prediction, we introduce a long-term sequence
and conduct prediction processing on it. The corresponding
result on the right of (d) displays the predicted future position
information of all the detected objects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, an adaptive visual interaction method for
multi-target state prediction in dynamic and changing driving
environments is proposed. High-level distilled features are
generated through the two-stream architecture. Experimental
results on Udacity datasets show that the proposed method
can effectively predict the future states of objects under real
driving conditions.
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(a)
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(c)

(d)

t

Fig. 11. Continuous moving trajectories of the predicted objects. (best viewed in color) The sequence of (a), (b) and (c) show the short-term prediction results
of our method, while the sequence (d) is the long-term prediction example.

APPENDIX A
FAILURE CASES OF motion generator

The motion generator’s failure cases in the two typical
datasets, KITTI and NVIDIA, are shown in Fig.12. The failure
cases of KITTI originate from a long-term sequence without
any dynamic object. The generated motion images show only
frame-level relative dynamics, and they come from the special
interval sequence removed in the adaptive prediction control
phase. For NVIDIA, most of the images are captured in scenes
with less objects on clear driving roads and with a higher
frame rate than KITTI. The higher the frame rate, the less
relative differences exist in each frame-pair. Therefore, the two
aforementioned reasons result in the failure cases in NVIDIA.
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